Operational Assistance
APD TRANSPORTATION STUDY TEAM

Discovering Abilities - Building Independence

planning | design | engineering

CONNECTING YOU TO THE COMMUNITY
PHASE 1 - PROGRESS

- PARTNERSHIP WITH 211 BROWARD (PALM BEACH)
  
  - PROGRESS 136 APPS SUBMITTED
  
  - APPROXIMATELY 10% SAMPLE SIZE IN TOTAL
  
  - 520 AGENCIES CONTACTED (ADDED 70 SURVEYS)
69.1 PERCENT OF HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES IMPACTED BY TRANSPORTATION

YES - transportation services, regardless of the provider, have a direct impact on the Agency's ability to serve its target population.
Type of Organization: (Please select the option that best describes the Organization)

- 51.1% Public (Government)
- 14.8% Private (For Profit)
- 9.6% Non-Profit (Charity)
- 7.2% Non-Government Organization
- 6.0% Church
- 5.2% Further
- 4.4% Counseling Services
- 4.4% Discretionary project

135 responses
Does the Organization/Agency have a Transportation Program?

98 responses

- **54.1%** YES - Agency provides some form of transportation to its individuals
- **40.8%** NO - Agency provides NO form of transportation to its individuals
- Limited transportation for HS students for work sites and commu...
- Limited food delivery to sh...
- Only for one program in Belle Glade...
Is transportation a constant challenge in meeting your daily living needs?

56 responses

- Yes: 39.3%
- No
- Late
- n/a
- It was in the past before I got a car.
- Use personal vehicle
- Sometimes
Have you ever received travel training, (help for learning to ride public transportation)?

58 responses

- Yes: 75.9%
- No: 12.1%
- Unsure: 8.8%
- Willing to be travel trained
PHASE 1 - CONCLUSION

- TIMELINE
  - DRAFT REPORT TO FDOT OCTOBER 4
  - PUBLISH END OF OCTOBER
  - SURVEY RESULTS, SWOT FOR TD POPULATION
PHASE 2 - BEGINNING

- VIABLE, SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
  - WORKSHOPS WITH VERTICALS TO BRAINSTORM SOLUTIONS
  - ACT AS A FOLLOW UP TO THE SUMMIT
  - ANALYZE FOR CAPACITY AND IMPACT TO MOVE FORWARD
PHASE 2 - BEGINNING

- TIMELINE
  - Workshops begin in November
  - Complete in January 2019
  - Begin beta testing and funding requests (for new cycle)
PHASE 2 - SOFT START

- PILOT PROJECT: BROWARD COMMUNITY AND FAMILY HEALTH CENTERS, INC.
  - ASSET SHARING: LEASING VEHICLES
  - SERVING 137 INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES & 155 SENIORS
  - SHORT TERM PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE WITH COORDINATION AGREEMENT & FUNDING ELIGIBILITY AS LONG TERM GOAL
PHASE 2 - SOFT START

- PILOT PROJECT: ACCESS ACADEMY, INC.
  - Asset sharing & service model
  - Provide service for individuals attending program(s)
  - Train staff and drivers, learn transportation business
  - Short term planning and assistance with coordination agreement, funding eligibility & provider status as long term goal and
TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

COMMUNITY -- TRANSPORTATION -- CONNECTIONS

"A Ride Away Project"

The Journey To Independence Is Only...
NEXT STEPS